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the prey, rilke? nine, just once. 

Marty Hiatt 

 

herbs tagged 

and these dark words of a 

forgotten charm viewing the hurried 

things already humped up And hoarded 

of a morning in my mouth. 

 

whoever you are: you bridge across 

the only small doors you have 

and step into the black room you are. 

lift all your eyes tonight, to the open heavens: 

 

in that tree ripens truth, it like the  

constants too huge, and your hat 

that at last made truth secure. 

leg still gone. whoever you find when 

 

you have to put out my tall, how well-known, 

world and from it, see into the sight. 

it is to see. and without 

the infinity lets feel home alone. 
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herd’s dag 

morning eyes your truth the tall forgotten tree 

and Whoever these words are: 

small things dark and humped already that 

 

have that infinity With charm still too huge, and 

lift them only across into all of the hurried constants. 

you And the black world to bridge tonight. 

 

at my last viewing you made a home in the heavens: 

in it you have to find a room And doors you put up 

and lets feel secure. whoever you see you are. 

 

to open your mouth like it, we’ll see. 

leg ripens out into the known when sight gone. 

how From my hoarded hat is the truth alone 

 

out 

of 

sight 
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hurt stag 

build yet no wine in your lord: 

read the last days and the alleys 

full of shadows, that two winds rebuff. 

see, it is time at length and restlessly to 

 

write yourself. when will the letters wander? 

there are no more large houses. leave whoever 

would drive the heavy summer leaves away. 

they‘ll long be alone, and remain. 

 

wow chase away the southerly sun hours. 

give up the sweet hallways. 

who was it ordered them to consummation? 

last fruits now waken. 
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a sum of kites 

and if far from all hybrid hours 

the city rises here below, men 

let themselves be oriented to the sea. 

 

and if first from on high  

they hate loneliness, and if the evenings and  

mornings are remote from one another 

then nothing is sad. and The loneliness rains like 

a heaven of bodies who have to sleep together 

in a bed: after which rain dismayed 

alleyways fall toward platforms. 

 

she goes she goes always in the streams… 

that she has found. 
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into this herbiage 

from the same alleyways stands Something 

that hurts since a yellow time. 

watch and look through: now both gardens can 

empty the distant seas and earnest heavens. 

we’ll see. almost everything is about me. 

i was 

i am 

i see 

how far on the road 

and the entire tedious decline kills itself 

and all the hardened refusers, even up to the yellowed 

are not as though transmuted. 
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herb st. 

these other stars fall like 

the heavy nights in the heavens 

and the gardens fall into The loneliness 

far from all gesture is 

the all in all. 

 

it sets upon you: that we as earth far  

from one another fall, fall out of his hand, 

with these endless hands, in which dull 

and distant leaves Fall. 

 

and see there is A one who halts the wilting:  

she falls in. 
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